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obot Team Wins Again!
Back-to-Back Championships for LSU Robotics Team
Boarding a plane with a robot isn’t as easy as it used to be.
In this day and age of high security, carrying a shoebox-size device full of wires and
computer chips onto a commercial flight can raise a few eyebrows. Nevertheless, thanks
to a little help from Baton Rouge Metropolitan Airport officials, a group of LSU electrical and computer engineering students were able to do just that. As a result, they made it
to Denver in time to bring home their second straight championship in the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, or IEEE, Region 5 Robotics Contest.
Five undergraduate students - members of LSU’s student chapter of IEEE - represented LSU at the competition: (in picture
clockwise from top) Chaperone - Bryan Audiffred, LSU Instructor; Aaron Ard, of Denham Springs; Marty Kaufman, of
Kingwood, Texas; Rainier Siow, of Baton Rouge; Lauren Hatchell, of Baton Rouge; and team leader Richard Capone, of
Mobile, Ala. Facing off against university teams from states such as Texas, Kansas, Arkansas and Illinois, the LSU squad’s
robot had its mettle tested through several rounds of competition.
This year’s competition involved the creation of a “warehouse robot” designed to receive instructions from a central dispatch
via a wireless link and to collect and sort mock cargo in a simulated warehouse environment. The robot utilized a cameracontinued on Page 8

A Note From The Chair….
Many of you received our first ECE Newsletter via mail in December in which the ECE Revitalization Initiative was announced. I am happy to report that while the initial response from
alumni and friends was modest, it was a positive step. Supporting our revitalization, you should
know that the department has recruited two new faculty who joined LSU in August of this year.
We gained 174 new alumni via the latest fall and spring graduations with the awarding of 125
BS, 46 Masters and 3 PhD degrees.
I also call your attention to a number of significant faculty and student awards received this year and to the successful IEEE
Region 5 Student Robotics Contest where our student team won first-place for the second consecutive year. These are discussed elsewhere in this newsletter.
The undergraduate Integrated Power Laboratory mentioned in the previous newsletter is now ready and being utilized by
students. The new Digital Signal Processing Laboratory has already been used in spring for teaching. A Biometrics Laboratory has also been funded by LSU Tech. Fee Program. See “Spotlight on Undergraduate Labs.” Development of the
BioMEMS Lab and Nano-structured Materials and Devices Lab have continued. The space allocated to the department for
new labs and additional offices are in the process of being renovated and will be available in summer 2006.
In the last newsletter we noted that eight new faculty had joined the department since fall 2002. This group has received
sponsored research funding, as PI or CO-PI, of about $2M. Our faculty has been hard at work and the new folks are certainly doing their share. Although we cannot spend research dollars directly for revitalization needs, this success greatly
aids the department in many indirect ways.
Please join us to make the department a better place for our students and faculty.
Kemin Zhou
Chairman,Voorhies Distinguised Professor, and IEEE Fellow
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Faculty, Staff, & Student Awards
At the recent LSU Engineering Hall of Distinction induction ceremony, the program included the presentation
of Faculty, Staff, and Student Awards. Four ECE Faculty members were recognized as recipients of titled professorships. In addition, one graduate student and his faculty mentor received Excellence in Engineering
awards.

From left to right: Dr. Kemin Zhou (Chairman of the dept.), Mrs. Uma Subraman, Dr.
Jagannathan Ramanujam, Dr. Martin Feldman, Mrs. Ellen Feldman, Mrs. Joyce Aravena,
Dr. Jorge Aravena, Mrs. Maria Czarnecki, and Dr. Leszek Czarnecki.

Titled Professorships
Dr. Leszek Czarnecki ; Alfredo M. Lopez Distinguished Professorship
Dr. Jorge Aravena ; Oskar R. Menton Professorship
Dr. Martin Feldman ; Mr. & Mrs. A.J.M. “Bubba” Oustalet Distinguished Professorship
Dr. Jagannathan Ramanujam ; John E. & Beatrice L. Ritter Distinguished Professorship

Donald W. Clayton Excellence
in Engineering Graduate
Fellowship Awards

Ford Foundation Fellowship
Awarded May 9, 2004

2005-2006 Tau Beta Pi
Graduate Fellowship

Royston Eejer Siow :
ECE Ph.D. Student

Dr. Kim Michelle Lewis :
ECE Postdoc

Karan Singh :
ECE Student

Dr. Theda Daniels-Race:
Mentor

This award is administered by the National Research Council of the National Academies to
continue her research with Dr. Theda DanielsRace. The award is given to outstanding individuals who are committed to a career in teaching
and research at the college or university level.

Mr. Singh received one of only 35
fellowships awarded nationally.

Mr. Luis Alvergue and Ms. Charisma D. Edwards joined the ECE Graduate Student ranks this Fall. They are
recipients of the LSU/BDP (Bridge to the Doctorate at Louisiana State University) fellowship. This fellowship
carries a stipend of $30,000 per year plus tuition and fees for two years from Fall 2005.
This program encourages students from underrepresented groups to pursue Ph.D. degrees in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines at LSU.
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evitalization
ecapitulation and Update
Many of you received our first ECE Newsletter
in December 2004, announcing the ECE Revitalization Initiative and asking for your support
to maintain, modernize and advance the ECE
facilities and programs at LSU. To date, the ECE
Revitalization Fund combined with a two-year
old College of Engineering effort on behalf of
ECE now totals about $69,000 from alumni,
friends, and business supporters. While this
initial response was modest, it was a positive
step.
Almost all current technologies have had the
imprint of electrical and computer engineering.
Our obligation is to serve these technologies by
preparing graduates with the best possible up to
date education. The ECE department must pay
special attention to the fast changing areas of
wireless communication, microelectronics and
computers since they are the most difficult to

S

maintain at a level of high quality in any educational institution.
Progress has continued throughout the year. Two
new faculty members have joined the department
for fall 2005. The undergraduate Integrated Power
Laboratory mentioned in the previous newsletter is
ready for use this fall and the new Digital Signal
Processing Laboratory has already been used in
the spring for teaching. A Biometrics Laboratory
has also been funded by LSU Tech. Fee Program.
See “Spotlight on Undergraduate Labs.” Development of the BioMEMS Lab and Nanostructured
Materials and Devices Lab and the upgrading of
the Electronic Material and Device Lab have continued. The space allocated to the department for
new labs and additional offices is in the process of
being renovated and will be available in summer
2006.

replace aging lab facilities, create new teaching
and research laboratories, arrange for support
of faculty, and other personnel necessary to
upgrade our academic and research programs.
ECE currently maintains more than 10 undergraduate teaching laboratories, many of which
will need significant upgrading within two-tothree years.
All lab courses now present students the opportunity to learn basic principles. However, without the most modern and capable equipment,
they will not receive the hands on experience
so important when entering the workplace.
Therefore, we are philosophically dedicated to
the requirement that all upgraded and new
laboratories have the most modern equipment,
capable of meeting technology changes as far
into the future as possible. This will require a
very large fiscal outlay and we do not have

The critical challenge remains as the need to

continued on p. 8

potlight on Research
Dr. Theda Daniels-Race and her award winning group

From Left to Right: (Top): Sathish Thiruvengadam, Raghu
Ramachandran, Royston Siow, Ravi Madduri (Bottom): Dr.
Kim Lewis, Dr. Theda Daniels-Race

Dr. Theda Daniels-Race received her BS degree
from Rice University (1983) during which time
she was a National Achievement scholarship
recipient. For her MS from Stanford University
(1985), she was a GEM Fellow, and during her
Ph.D. from Cornell University (1990), she was
an AT&T Fellow via CRFP (Cooperative Research Fellowship Program). All three degrees
were in electrical engineering with an emphasis
in electro-physics during her Ph.D. studies. She
joined LSU in the Fall of 2003.

Dr. Daniels-Race is in the process of expanding
her research activities supported by funding from
CCT and the resources available via the ECE
Department’s Electronic Material and Device
Laboratory (EMDL). She is currently developing a
nanostructure characterization laboratory to aid
expansion by her research group at LSU to include
investigation of hybrid (organic/inorganic) materials and devices in the nanoscale.
As of Fall 2005, Dr. Daniels-Race’s group will
consist of four graduate research assistants, one
postdoctoral research associate and two undergraduate assistants.
This spring (2005) members of Dr. Daniels-Race’s
research group have received a number of awards
and recognitions as listed below.

•

•

Royston Eejer Siow, ECE Ph.D. student
received the Donald W. Clayton Excellence
in Engineering and Graduate Fellowship
Award. Dr. Daniels-Race was recognized as
mentor of Mr. Siow.
ECE postdoctoral associate Dr. Kim Mi-

chelle Lewis was awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship. This award is administered by the National Research Council
of the National Academics to continue her
research with Dr. Theda Daniels-Race.
The award is given to outstanding individuals who are committed to a career in
teaching and research at the college or
university level.
In addition, Dr. Daniels-Race has been quite
active herself. She was recently awarded funding from the Board of Regents via the NSF
EPSCOR Links with Industry, Research Centers, and National Laboratories Program.
“LINK” provides support for a faculty member, a postdoctoral researcher, or a graduate
student to conduct research at top facilities
around the country for purposes of education,
training, and professional enhancement.
Dr. Daniels-Race’s graduate student, Ravi
Shankar Madduri, will utilize this award to
visit the Microelectronics Research Center
(MRC) of The University of Texas at Austin.
continued on p. 8
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New Undergraduate Labs
New DSP Design Course
The field of digital signal processing (DSP) has experienced explosive growth with phenomenal advances in
research and applications, evidenced by the wide use of DSP processors in engineering practice. In the spring of
2005 a new DSP design course was offered for the first time in the ECE Department of LSU by Professor Guoxiang Gu which will be added to the regular EE curricula in the near future. This course had been under preparation since the fall of 2004 and was developed by Professor Gu with the aid of his graduate students. It teaches not
only DSP design theory, but also digital computer technology and software development tools in the newly setup
DSP Processor Laboratory. The knowledge on DSP Processors and skill of DSP programming will help both our
undergraduate and graduate students to be more competitive in the job market. In addition it will foster entrepreneurial activities for our graduates in their future careers.
The new DSP design course covers the design theory of FIR, IIR filters, and multirate filterbanks, as well as adaptive signal processing. The designed filters are implemented in the DSP processors and tested with corrupted music and other sampled real time data in the DSP Processor Laboratory. Currently the laboratory consists of four stations, each equipped with a desktop PC, digital waveform generator, oscilloscope and DSK,
Emulator and Code Composer Studio etc. Professor Gu expects to expand the laboratory to at least six stations and add more hardware components
and software tools so that students can develop appropriate computer knowledge and programming skills.

ECE Electric Power Laboratories
In 2004 the ECE Department (Professors Czarnecki & Mendrela) received $122,000 grant from NSF (including
LSU matching of $50,000) for the development of two new laboratories; a Harmonic Filters and Compensator
Design lab, and an Adjustable Speed Drives lab. In addition, this new facility (now operational) will enhance the
current Power Electronics Laboratory, briefly described below.
This new laboratory is composed of low power models of electric equipment with analog instrumentation as well
as digital instrumentation for digital signal processing and control. Experiments needed for all power courses will
be assembled with these models. It began operation in fall 2005 and will shift emphasis in undergraduate education towards practical aspects of electrical power engineering. Presently, there exist two laboratories for
courses in electric power; an Electrical Machines Laboratory and a Power Electronics Laboratory.
The Electrical Machines Laboratory is composed of six motor-generator sets with associated equipment. It serves for experimental studies on the
static and dynamic properties of motors and generators. This is an older laboratory built in the 1960’s with industrial type electrical machines.
The Power Electronics Laboratory is composed of low power models of power converters and machines that can be assembled by students into
various configurations for experiments on AC/AC, AC/DC, DC/DC and DC/AC energy conversion and energy flow control.

New Biometrics Laboratory
Professors Bahadir Gunturk and Jorge Aravena of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department received funding from the LSU Technology Fee Initiative to develop a new Biometrics Laboratory. The facility will strengthen undergraduate preparation through enhancements to
Computer Vision, Image Processing and Digital Signal Processing course offerings. The laboratory will permit the development of laboratory experiments using current biometric indicators such as: retina scan, fingerprint matching, voice recognition, and keyboard dynamic pattern styles.
Professors Gunturk and Aravena expect this laboratory to be the start of a new concept. “Our long term goal is to serve and foster crossdisciplinary, entrepreneurial, student activities and directly contribute to the economic development of the state. We have chosen biometrics as our
initial focus for its potential for entrepreneurial activity, its cross-disciplinary appeal and because of its strong connection to homeland safety and
security. We intend this laboratory to grow and become a meeting place for students from any discipline interested in developing projects using
digital signal and image processing tools. We expect the laboratory to be of immediate use to other engineering students interested in, for example,
developing new biometric tools using different biosensors; however, our scope is much wider. We envision, for example, a student who is interested in having a strong authentication for web-based applications may team up with one who is working on keyboard dynamics for user authentication. Side by side we could have a team working on a new speaker verification concept for controlled access. The laboratory will support both
and each team will benefit from the interaction. In its steady state condition, we want this laboratory to become a 24/7 facility enabling learning
communities that cross college boundaries.”
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WELCOME NEW ECE FACULTY
Dr. Dooyoung Hah
received his M.S and
Ph.D. degrees in Electrical Engineering from the
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST),
Korea in 1996 and
2000, respectively. He
joined the ECE faculty as an Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering in August 2005. Before joining LSU, he
worked as a staff Research Associate at the
University of California, Los Angeles and as
a Senior Member of Research Staff at the
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), Korea. His research
interests include optical MEMS, RF MEMS,
microactuators, and sensors.

Dr. Lu Peng received
his Bachelor and Master
degrees in Computer
Science & Engineering
from Shanghai Jiaotong
University, China. He
obtained his Ph.D. degree in Computer Engineering from the University of Florida in Gainesville in April 2005.
He joined the ECE faculty as an Assistant
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering in August, 2005. Dr. Peng held two
industry internships in Microsoft and Intel
while he was a Ph.D. Student. His research
focus’ on Memory Hierarchy System, Pipeline, Power efficiency and other issues in CPU
design. He also has interests in Network Processor and BioChip design. He received a Best
Paper Award from International Conference
on Computer Design in 2001.

A NEW RADIO FREQUENCY CIRCUIT LABORATORY?
(CATCH 22)
We are philosophically dedicated to the requirement that all upgraded and new laboratories have
the most modern equipment, capable of meeting
technology changes as far into the future as possible. If this happens, we not only will be able to
offer our students the best possible experience but
the cost in dollars could be less in the long run.
Consider the following situation.
Requirements for a radio frequency (RF) circuit
design laboratory have been thoroughly studied
for possible implementation to augment the classroom offering. This lab was also identified as a
critical need in the last newsletter. At this point
we are considering two levels of capability. A
good lab will need an estimated $250,000 and a
higher capability lab will require $500,000+ for
completion. There is evidence that increased capabilities (high frequency components and circuits for RF networks) will soon be available in
networks used by industry and commerce, rapidly
rendering the lower cost lab equipment “old”,
technologically. Therefore, there is a reluctance to

implement the lower cost (but good capability) lab
since our graduates will receive training using
equipment and methods not currently industry
norms.
At this time we do not have sufficient state funds
available to implement the $500,000 version but
perhaps enough to finalize the “less expensive”
version.

The Catch 22
Comparing the two opportunities, we have
COSTS of $500,000 vs. $250,000. But, the
PRICE we pay to save money is a serious
limitation in educational value and, hence,
service to our students.
We must augment the available funding with
support from outside LSU.

First Day of Class for EE 2120
Fall 2005

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
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Spotlight on Alumni
This is the first “Spotlight on Alumni” entry but we hope to add more
sketches of our graduates from time to time. For this issue, we chose faculty member Jerry L. Trahan, ECE ‘83 and ECE Computer Manager Rhett
M. Smith, ECE ‘91. Perhaps some of you did not know that Professor
Trahan is an ECE graduate. Their ECE home page addresses are http://
www.ece.lsu.edu/rsmith/index.html and http://www.ece.lsu.edu/trahan/
trahan.html.

Rhett M. Smith, B.S. ‘91
I received my B.S. in Electrical Engineering in May 1991. After graduation I continued my work with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture installing an automated water table control project at Ben Hur Farm. Upon
completion of the installation, I accepted a position with the LSU Biological and Agricultural Engineering
Department as a Computer System Administrator. In August of 1993, I accepted a Computer Analyst position with the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department and was promoted to Computer Manager in
1998. Today I manage more than 350 computers and 13 servers, providing services for more than 600 users.
I am married and have 3 children. I enjoy fishing, biking, playing with my kids, and traveling to Tiger football games. If you would like to contact me, I can be emailed at rsmith@ece.lsu.edu.

Professor Jerry Trahan, B.S. ‘83
I received my B.S. from Louisiana State University in 1983 and my M.S. and Ph.D. from the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1986 and 1988, respectively. Since 1988, I have been a faculty member in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Louisiana State University, where I am
currently an Associate Professor. I have served as a reviewer for numerous journals, and as a program
committee member of several workshops and conferences.
I have been the ABET coordinator for the department for the past six years or so. Duties include ensuring
that our undergraduate curricula satisfy the ABET accreditation criteria, managing our program improvement process. I have also chaired the department Curricula Committee over the past year and have learned
a great deal from this work; I am impressed with what ECE accomplishes.
My current research interests include run-time reconfiguration and models of reconfigurable computing . This research is currently supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. Professor Vaidyanathan and I recently published a book on
reconfigurable computing : Dynamic Reconfiguration: Architecture and Algorithms by Ramachandran Vaidyanathan and Jerry
L. Trahan. Published by Kluwer Academic -- January 2004.
I am married with two children (ages 14 and 11). My hobbies include: * growing bonsai - a few nice trees, but even more
scrubby-looking ones that I keep trying to shape * swimming * reading (mostly history) * kayaking (when I can).
I would enjoy hearing from MY classmates as well as former students.
Note: For a more complete profile of Jerry visit our alumni website at http://www.ece.lsu.edu/alumni and click on Spotlight on
Alumni on the site map.
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ECE RETIREES
Dr. Charles A. Harlow retired from LSU in May 2003. In 1978, he joined the faculty of Louisiana State University in Baton
Rouge as Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. He established and served as Director of the Remote Sensing and Image
Processing Laboratory (RSIP) from its inception in 1978 until 1990. Charles Harlow has conducted research in the areas of computer
vision, remote sensing, and biomedical image processing while working on research grants in these areas. He has worked on research
grants from the National Science Foundation, Army Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Defense
Mapping Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Agency, the National Institutes of Health, and numerous state agencies.
Dr. Harlow received his Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin in 1967. In 1967, he joined the
faculty of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Missouri in Columbia as an Assistant Professor. In 1972 he was appointed to the
rank of Professor. In 1974, he was a Visiting Professor with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of California
at Berkeley. While at the University of Missouri, research programs in medical and industrial image analysis were developed. He conducted extensive research with the bioengineering program and medical center at the University of Missouri.

Dr. Alan H. Marshak retired from LSU on June 30, 2002. He served as ECE Department Chair from 1988 until his retirement.
Faculty and staff held a retirement celebration in his honor on May 1. Dr. Marshak had worked with the department since 1969, when he
began as an assistant professor. In 1973, he was promoted to associate professor and in 1978 to the rank of full professor. In 1988, he
was appointed chairman and in 1993 was named the F.H. Coughlin/CLECO Professor of Electrical Engineering. He was elected to the
grade of IEEE Fellow in 1998.
His areas of research include semiconductor device physics, device analysis, transport theory, and heterojunctions.
He received his bachelor’s degree from the University of Miami in 1960, his master’s degree from LSU in 1962, and his Ph.D. degree
from the University of Arizona - Tucson in 1969.

Dr. Owen T. Tan retired from LSU in December 1994. In late November 1966, he joined the faculty of Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, first as an Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, then as Associate and Full Professor in 1972 and 1978
respectively. During his sabbatical leaves from LSU he was a Visiting Professor with the Electrical Engineering Department at the
University of Technology in Eindhoven (1977) and Delft (1991), the Netherlands.
As a coordinator of the power area at LSU, Dr. Tan established new power courses and continually revised existing ones. His research
was in modeling and control of power systems and electric machines, parameter estimation, power system harmonics and the application of neural-net based expert systems in power systems. He published over 40 journals and over 20 conference papers on the results of
research projects that were sponsored by power utility companies, the Electric Power Research Institute and the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson. He also served as regular reviewer for several IEEE Transactions.
Dr. Tan received his Ph.D. degree in Electrical Engineering from Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands in 1961. Before entering a university career, he had six years of industrial experience in R & D with the electrical industries “William Smit & Co.” in Rotterdam, the Netherlands and
“Siemens Schuckert Co.” in Erlangen, Germany where he was involved in the design and control of electric drives and special electric machines.

Dr. Charles H. Voss, Jr. retired from LSU as the F.J. Haydel, Jr./Kaiser Aluminum Professor in the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering at LSU in 2003 after serving 43 years on the faculty. In 1962 he joined the faculty of Louisiana State University as an Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and was promoted to Full Professor in 1967. His research and publications
were in the biomedical area and include heart pacemakers, artificial hearts, hearing aid design, protection for Hansen’s disease patients
and biotelemetry applications.
From 1982 until retirement in 2003, Dr. Voss served as Undergraduate Coordinator, advising students during all registration for classes.
He was a member of many important department and college committees dealing with academic matters. As an indication of the importance of these assignments, consider that at least 2600 ECE students graduated from LSU during the time Dr. Voss became Undergraduate Coordinator in 1983 until he retired.
After service in the U.S. Navy (1943-1946) he received B.S. (1949) and M.S. (1956) degrees in Electrical Engineering at LSU. He earned a Ph.D. degree
from North Carolina State University in 1963.
Dr. Voss now serves the department as a member of the ECE Advisory Board. He is extremely busy in retirement and enjoys getting reports from students
as well as talking to the ECE faculty and staff that he has known over the years.

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Robot Team Wins Again (cont. from p. 1)
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Dr. Daniels-Race (cont. from p. 3)

based vision system and precision
motor control to carry out its tasks,
because the contest rules stipulated
that the device complete its tasks with
no human intervention.

The MRC is an invited member of the National Science Foundation’s National Nanotechnology Infrastructure Network and
is a world-class facility in this area of research. DanielsRace’s award is the first to have been granted to an LSU faculty via this program.

Funded by LSU’s Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering,
the all-volunteer student team worked for months designing and
testing the robot. For their efforts, they earned a first place trophy,
prize money and software.

Dr. Theda Daniels-Race, an invited member of the U.S. delegation, also recently attended the 2nd International Conference on the Status of Women in Physics in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. She, along with other scientist/engineers from over 40
countries, met to evaluate factors affecting careers in physics
and related fields for women worldwide, as fewer than 15% of
the world’s physicists are female.

It was an exhausting challenge for the team, Capone said, but it provided them with valuable experience that they could apply in future
scholarly pursuits or on the job.
“Academically, the project gives you a way to apply classroom theory,” said Capone. “In the end, it’s not a chalkboard exercise, it is
something that has to be built and it has to work.”
The LSU team was aided by faculty advisor Bryan Audiffred; LSU
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Chair Kemin
Zhou; and Jorge Aravena, Oskar R. Menton Professor of Electrical
and Computer Engineering and IEEE chapter advisor.
Three of the 2005 student team members were also members of the
2004 team that won the Robotics Competition at last spring’s IEEE
Region 5 Conference in Oklahoma City. Last year’s prize-winning
robot was a “race car” design that had to successfully navigate a
series of twisting, turning tracks.
For more information on LSU’s team victory, visit http://
www.ee.lsu.edu. For information and video about last year’s team
victory, visit the LSU Highlight at http://www.lsu.edu/
highlights/051/robot.html.
written by Rob Anderson, LSU Media Relations

The meeting was sponsored by the International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics and was part of one of many events
worldwide celebrating the World Year of Physics, WYP 2005
(http://www.wyp2005.0rg/).
Revitalization (cont. from p. 3)

sufficient state funds available.
Unfortunately, additional financing is NOT available for the
needed significant upgrades to existing laboratories and infrastructures or creation/completion of new facilities for research
or the academic program. We must face these issues and
succeed lest we fall so far behind that recovery is impossible. We will continue to vigorously seek support from various
resources, including contributions from corporations and individual donors.
As you know, an LSU Foundation account has been created to
receive donations for this initiative. It is the “ECE Revitalization Fund”. We are again asking you to consider joining
other alumni and friends of the department to help make the
Electrical and Computer Engineering program at LSU one of
the top ones in the nation. We have set a goal of $3M over the
next several years.
Please contribute now, and if you work for a “Matching Gift”
company, please complete the Matching Gift Form to maximize your tax deductible contribution.

Please visit the ECE
Alumni Website at
http://www.ece.lsu.edu/alumni

For those of you who would like to participate via the internet,
please visit the ECE Alumni website and click on the ECE
Revitalization Contribution Form. This link will lead you to
the directions for making a contribution to our Revitalization
efforts.

